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Abstract. Semantic-based storage and retrieval of multimedia data requires accurate annotation of the data. Annotation can be done either manually or automatically. The retrieval performance of the manual annotation based approaches is quite good, as compared to approaches based on automatic annotation. However, manual annotation is time consuming and labor extensive. Therefore, it is quite difficult to apply this technique on huge volume of multimedia data. On the other hand, automatic annotation is commonly used to annotate the multimedia data based on low level features, which obviously lacks the semantic nature of the multimedia data. Yet, we have not come across with any such system which automatically annotate the multimedia data based on the extracted semantics accurately. In this paper, we have performed automatic annotation of the images by extracting their semantics (high level features) with the help of semantic libraries. Semantic libraries use semantic graphs. Each graph consists of related concepts along with their relationships. We have also demonstrated with the help of a case study that our proposed approach ensures an improvement in the semantic based retrieval of multimedia data.
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1. Introduction

Semantic extraction has always been a challenging problem in multimedia databases. Various architectures of multimedia databases have been developed in past but still there is a need to refine them to get the desired results of users’ interest. Multimedia databases should able to store and extract semantics from images in a way, the user perceives them. Generic Multimedia Architecture (Rehman et al., 2005) has introduced the new concept of “Semantic Libraries” to extract the semantics from the images so that the user can get successful query results based on semantics of images, e.g., “night scene in a village”, “picture in a room” or “human playing with animal”.

The retrieval of multimedia objects is facing a common problem known as semantic gap (Dunckley, 2003; Dorai et al., 2002). The process of querying the multimedia objects is complex depending on not only what and how the information can be retrieved, but
also on how this information can be merged logically to reduce the semantic gap. The three levels of complexity in retrieving the information defined in (Bartolini et al., 2001) are; Level 1, 2 & 3 on the basis of Primitive, Logical and Abstract features respectively. But there exists a semantic gap among these three levels. Work can be found on reducing the semantic gap between Level 1 and Level 2 and still a lot more is to be done. But as far as Level 2 and Level 3 are concerned, very little has been done.

Our proposed work is an effort towards understanding the media rather than how media look like. Understanding media (image) is a complex phenomenon. It depends on a number of components. These components are objects and relationship amongst them, events taking place, scene etc. Each object exhibits its own environment, e.g., it is rare to find tigers and lions (wild animals) walking in the streets. We can find them in zoo or in jungle. So in the actual environment there is a strong relationship of tigers, ponds, trees, deep grassy area, bushes and weeds. The relationship amongst the objects and environment not only helps us in finding the abstract of media but sometimes if the objects are not clear, then by understanding the scene, we can depict the objects in it (Torralba and Sinha, 2001) or vice versa.

In our proposed semantic libraries, we are basically analyzing the media (image for the time being) through its components. For example if in an image we find tiger, deer and one of the components like tree or grassy area then it means that image is representing the abstract “tiger chasing deer in a jungle”.

Simple semantics and abstract combines to form more complex semantics. For example an abstract of “picnic” has many underlying semantics like playing, running, horse riding etc. These sub-semantics further require different combinations of specific objects in different context. So when constructing libraries that contain this kind of complex semantic, care should be taken by making sure that information of all objects and their context is present in the libraries.

The main emphasis of our proposed architecture is to work like how human perceives the abstract of an image. The system pulls out the semantics of image along with low-level features like shape, color and texture etc. Semantics are extracted from the images by identifying the dominant classes, their combination, their context, and user’s interest along with low-level features like colors, texture & shapes.

2. Related Work

In past many researchers developed multimedia database architectures. However, their aims were different. The aim of early multimedia database systems was to integrate the different databases (Tork Roth et al., 1996). Some cover the specific domain (Dimitrova and Golshani, 1994; Olivia et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2005) while some put their efforts to make good architecture by improving query-processing technique (de Vries, 1998), feedback techniques (Iqbal and Aggarwal, 2003; Heesch et al., 2003) and indexing (Kosch et al., 2000; Kosch et al., 2001) etc. There are some other projects that enhanced the already existing architecture of database management systems like Oracle9i by introducing plug-in components of Intermedia (Böszörényi et al., 2001). Intermedia supports new and
complex data types like ORDImage, ORDVideo, ORDAudio and ORDDoc. Instances of these object types include metadata, media data and methods of image, video, audio and document. We can assign weights to handle low-level features (colors, texture shape and location etc.) in multimedia data but nothing beyond that can be done. In this section we shall briefly discuss different multimedia architectures.

Popular general purpose image retrieval systems (Carson et al., 2002; Mehrotra et al., 1997; Faloutsos et al., 1994) in the past decade views the query image and stored image in the multimedia databases as a collection of low-level features like color, texture and shape and then ranks the images in databases in proportion to these low-level features but the meanings (semantics) of the image were not considered by these systems. In the past, some research papers proposed the enhanced working of Ontology (Wiesman et al., 2003; Dasiopoulou et al., 2004; Hammiche et al., 2004) but by handling ontology in the system means attaching semantics (keywords) with images at the time of storage manually and then mapping the user query on the same ontology for better results. It is not possible to assign keyword manually for large data repository.

The second popular technique to cater semantics is statistical classification method. In this method images are grouped into semantically meaningful categories using low-level visual features and categorizing the images into clusters by putting them in specific feature space and thus narrowing down the search, describing those images in the same clusters that have same semantics. This method has limitations in explaining the semantics among the different clusters (Sheikholeslami et al., 2002; Vailaya et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2003).

Another method is to rely on users for semantics by taking users’ relevance-feedback (Cox et al., 2000; Rui et al., 1998). These systems have shown good results in specific domains but they may have added burden to users especially when he/she is interested in more complex semantics and especially in the situation where users’ do not know how to provide feedback to the system. Though we can partially rely but it is not adequate to totally bank on relevance-feedback of users for extracting semantics.

Handling the semantics of the images by automatic classifying regions cannot extract the complex semantics between different objects and their context (Aghbari and Makinouchi, 2003). The design of semantic retrieval framework deals in handling the semantics on higher abstraction level using XML and MPEG-7 standards and for semantic abstraction they are relying on manual annotation. They proposed that in order to understand the “semantics”, interfaces should support the user by “understanding” him or her. In our proposed system user understanding is being handled by users’ profiles. The work proposed by Ying Liu, Dengsheng Zhang, Guojun Lu and Wei-Ying Ma (Liu et al., 2005) in reducing the semantic gap between numerical image features and semantics in user mind by segmenting the image into color-texture homogeneous regions. Herald Kosch and Mario Döller analyzed the different popular multimedia architectures (Kosch et al., 2005). They also analyzed the projects that mainly address needs of applications for richer semantic contexts that include MARS & Multimedia Data cartridge.

The main areas covered by MARS (Huang et al., 1996) project were (1) multimedia content representation which includes extraction of low-level visual contents and textual
annotation (2) Multimedia information retrieval which includes content-based multimedia retrieval techniques (3) multimedia feature indexing for efficiently retrieval based on similarity (4) multimedia database management for effectively and efficiently incorporate multimedia information into structured database processing. This project again depends on low-level features and manual annotation for semantics.

Multimedia Data Cartridge (MDC) (Döller and Kosch, 2003; Kosch et al., 2005) is an extension of Oracle 9i with added features of multimedia query language, query processing and optimization, indexing. This system is relying on MPEG-7 standard content-based retrieval but lacks in extracting the comprehensive semantics.

Multimedia database management system developed at the university of Twente, Netherlands (MIRROR system) (de Vries, 1998) improved the gap between user’s high level information need and the search techniques in the databases by proposing the iterative query process using relevance feedback. The basic aim of this project is to improve the search due to huge amount of data. The main emphasis is handling and investigating the problem of information overload. Efficiency and retrieval issue is based on query processing not semantics of image contents.

The Garlic Project (Tork Roth et al., 1996) integrated the data that was resided on different databases. No mechanism was described on semantics extraction of multimedia data. Since it was amongst the earlier multimedia database systems, so the main emphasis at that time was the integration of multimedia data.

Matt McKenzie (1996) analyzed the two common content-based systems of Virage engine and BLOBWORLD. Virage engine works by identifying the four main features like texture, color-type and location, shapes and structures. User can even assign weights to these features according to the importance of the selected option in their query. BLOBWORLD divides the image in regions (BLOBs), which are homogenous with respect to color and texture. User selects any of the blobs from the user interface to give his/her preference to the specific blobs. Then those images are retrieved from the database, which have best similarity with the blobs in the query image. Also like Virage engine user can choose the option to give importance to the some features like color, texture and location. Another similar system Windsurf (Ardizzoni et al., 1999) applies the wavelet transform to extract the color and texture features and then divide the image into regions. Local features describe each region. So it can pose query that refer to local properties of image like find all blue regions enclosed by red regions. As far as semantic retrieval is concerned, all the above-mentioned systems work on the idea of how image look like, not what actually image is.

There are some other systems that are handling semantics by automatic annotation of images. These systems assign keywords automatically using different approaches. Some of the latest approaches of automatic image annotations are translation models (Duygulu et al., 2002; Kang et al., 2004), relevance language models (Jeon et al., 2003; Lavrenko et al., 2003) and classification approaches (Chang et al., 2003; Li and Wang, 2003; Cusano et al., 2004). In translation models words are annotated to image regions instead of whole image unlike classification approaches (Chang et al., 2003; Li and Wang, 2003; Cusano et al., 2004). The machine translation model (Duygulu et al., 2002) translates the image
to textual words. It first segments the image into regions. These regions are then grouped into clusters. Lastly similarity between the clusters and annotated words is learned. As described by (Kosch et al., 2005), relevance language models take the test images and find the similar images in the training set and at the end combine the annotated words of similar training set image with those of test images. Results presented in (Kang et al., 2004) have shown that performance of relevance models (Jeon et al., 2003; Lavrenko et al., 2003) are better than machine translation model but the two approaches proposed in (Kosch et al., 2005) have shown better results than (Kuhn, 2003). All of the automatic image annotations cannot extract the full abstract or number of abstracts attached to single image although automatic image annotation is better than extracting the low-level features of image.

3. Proposed Multimedia Generic Architecture

The proposed framework of generic multimedia architecture with semantic libraries is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed architecture is flexible, so modules can be plugged-in or unplugged as required. The unified description of other components is as follows.

Feature extractors work on image by extracting the color and texture of shapes from the image at generic level and detailed object identification and image context is done at the domain specified level.
Semantic libraries work in accordance with the user perception. To add the semantic to the image the following points are considered:

At first, objects are detected in the given image. Since objects in one image collectively show some semantics and they have that semantic relationship amongst them.

Secondly, objects have strong relationship with their environment (Torralba and Sinha, 2001; Morgenstern and Heisele, 2003), so considering objects in the image and their environment to figure out the semantic. In this paper we are extracting not only context of the image for checking the environment of the image but also identify those objects that could not be identified and can be helpful in judging the semantics of image. For example the detected objects in an image are human, vehicle and building. The undetectable objects are near human and possess the shape like human then these unidentified objects are human. Since these objects are near object vehicle then possible semantic can be “pedestrians on road”. So context of the image can give more accurate semantics of image.

Lastly, Users perception and interest in the image have great impact on the semantics of the image as different users see the same image with different angles so user’s profile is helping us to figure out the semantics in which he/she interests. Our proposed semantics libraries work on the same three points mentioned above.

Search logic is a kind of search engine with all the possible components that are required for efficient search and retrieval of media file. Ontology contains a description of learning concepts that will add meaning to it. XML based database contains XML files that have three different sections. The first section contains the media file reference, second has metadata extracted using profiles and given by user according to standards applied and the last section has content metadata extracted automatically, using Feature Extractor.

User profiles play a key role in the collection of metadata and by making a query more related to what is required. The importance of user profile is as follows, i.e., making query more related to user, narrowing down the search by making semantic libraries to figure out the most probable semantics of image out of possible semantics in user context. We can find some good works related to the context-awareness for the improvement in media retrieval. User’s thinking, searching and working with information explain his/her working context, which can increase information system retrieval performance (Rode and Hiemstra, 2005). User profiles will contain this user-context to help search logics in retrieval and ranking. User profiles can be user dependent modules and user-independent modules both modules have advantages and disadvantages (Rode and Hiemstra, 2005). Discussing different approaches and deciding which one is best, is outside the context of this paper. (Iftikhar et al., 2005) proposed the multimedia retrieval architecture using the context-awareness. Adopting the presented modules like groups identifier and user dynamic context/history/future manager can be used to expand and modify the structure of user profiles as these profiles will contain user domain of interest, user search history and user web browser history. Feedback module will refine the results presented to the user.
Flow of the System

In this section we are first discussing **Media Submission for storage** purpose which has been shown in the Fig. 1.

**User Input (1.1):** User logon and submits any kind of supported media file to the system.

**Feature Extraction (1.2):** The Media, in this step will be handed over to the Generic Feature Extractors, where generic features of the media will be extracted, so that it can help Semantic Libraries in identifying the possible related classes of the input media.

**Semantics Libraries (1.3):** The generic extracted features of the media file are sent to the semantic libraries for related objects classes' identification. Semantic libraries are based on Semantic Graphs, so the related concept will be extracted from the semantic graph. On the bases of the output of Semantic Graph, the Semantic Libraries will request Domain Specific Feature Extractors for further specific feature extraction to confirm the higher-level concept/abstract. This is an iterative process and the Semantic Libraries may repeatedly request Domain Specific Feature Extractors for more feature extraction unless the ambiguity (if any) is removed. The graph may return more then one output. In such a case the weights of the output are important, and they are stored with the output to mention the relevance of the media with the concept/abstract. After processing the input, the Logical Library module sends a list of related objects & their classes back to the Feature Extractor Module for Domain specific feature Extraction.

**Metadata Schemas (1.4):** The extracted features, related object IDs and other information are sent to the Metadata Schemas Module for Metadata collection. This Module fills in the basic information (e.g., filename, Media type, etc), according to Schema.

**Input to User Profiles (1.5):** The Metadata Schema Module asks User Profile Module for possible input to metadata and sends the related Metadata Schema to it.

**Output of User Profile (1.6):** The User Profile Module fills in the information available in the user’s profile and sends back to the Metadata Schemas Module.

**Metadata to User (1.7):** The Metadata Schemas Module sends all collected information according to the schemas to the user.

**User Input to Metadata (1.8):** The user fills in missing fields and modifies already filled by system (if required) and sends back to the Metadata Schemas Modules.

**Input to Search Logics (1.9):** The extracted features (Contents Metadata), Metadata and related object IDs are sent to the Search Logics Module for further processing, required for search and retrieval.

**XML Storage (1.10):** After applying all available techniques (e.g., Hashing, Ranking, Indexing) on the input, this module stores the output to the XML based database (an XML file). The system provides two types of **media search**. One is through the text query whereas second type is Query by Example, where the user provides a media as an example in order to find the appropriate results. Next we have explained how the system incorporates both queries.

**User Query (2.1):** User posts the query according to certain requirements.

**Query Type (2.2):** There can be of two types as shown below.
Media (2.2.a): Audio, Video or Image file
Text (2.2.b): Key words
Feature Extractors (2.3a): Generic features extractor will extract generic features from a media example for its classification.
Ontology (2.3b): Using the knowledge structure, Ontology expands user query.
Semantic Libraries (2.4a): On the basis of Generic Features, the Semantics Libraries identify classes of the features/Objects. After getting the possible classes of the features, the feature extractor performs Domain Specific Feature extraction, which is specific to the classes identified by the Semantics Libraries. This is an iterative process and works similar to Step 1.3.
User Profiles (2.4b): Expanded query is quantified on the basis of user’s search profiles.
Refinement (2.5a): The expanded query is quantified on the basis of user’s Search Profiles. The refinement module will consult the user profiles to find out his interests and try to remove ambiguity (if any) in the extracted features.
Classes Identification (2.5b): Domains are specified according to the expanded query’s knowledge structure.
Search Logics (2.6): The refined query is qualified by search logics.
Query Features (2.7): Now the query is complete for searching the database.
XML Based Database (2.8): Query is posted to database for execution.
Query Results (2.9): Results are calculated and stored here.
Results Display (2.10): Results are displayed to the user in a proper format.
Feedback Module (3.1): After looking at the results user may give some kind of input to the system as a feedback. The user may select one or more output results as “related” and/or “not related”.
XML Storage (3.2): The feedback module will ask for the related and not related properties/features from the XML storage to perform the necessary operation.
Feed Back Module (3.3): The feedback module will perform Intersection operation on the features of all related images with the original query image and perform Minus operation on features of not related images. The output of this will be the some refined features ready to be searched again.
Search Logics (3.4): The refined features are qualified by search logics.
After this Step 3.5 to 3.8 will be same as Step 2.7 to 2.10.

4. Detailed Working of Components

4.1. Feature Extractors

Generic feature extractors will extract the dominant shapes and their colors and texture from the image (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) and pass these values to logic libraries.

At this level we require image segmentation methods that split the image into meaningful regions. Then each region will be a separate sub-image of the original image. There
are various image segmentation methods available to us at this stage. Image segmentation methods use brightness, color, texture and edge detection and some other features to segment the image into regions. Commonly known image segmentation methods are edge detection, histogram analysis and region growing (Pal and Pal, 1993). Histogram analysis is simple to implement and is suitable for simple images (Pal and Pal, 1993). Histogram is created using common features of texture, color or brightness etc. By analyzing the histogram threshold value is detected and regions are extracted based on this threshold value (Delon et al., 2005). Edge-detection method involves finding edges of objects in images. However finding true edges of objects is a difficult task since noise in image, and different color and texture variation of the same object may greatly affect the results of edge detection methods.

To cater this problem and to refine the results some common techniques of edge image threshold, edge relaxation and border tracing are commonly known (Sonka et al., 1998). Another commonly used method of image segmentation in many current CBIR systems is region growing with k-mean algorithm (Ardizzoni et al., 1999; Chen and Wang, 2002). Yuan Jiang and Zhi-Hua Zhou (2004) have used a well-known clustering method SOM (Self Organization maps) Neural Networks for image segmentation. They have shown that the results of their proposed method is better than k-means based method (Ardizzoni et al., 1999; Chen and Wang, 2002; Palus and Bogdanski, 2003) and method proposed in (Jiang et al., 2003). Baris Sumengen performed robust image segmentation based on variation techniques (Sumengen, 2004). He evaluated the variation techniques on natu-
ral images. He claimed that amongst curve evaluation techniques, Edge flow has shown highly successful results on natural images. Any of the mentioned techniques that give better results in our scenario could be used.

Domain Specific Feature Extractors are specialized feature extractors, which will be used for the extraction of objects and their context. They are used iteratively for the extraction and refinement of semantics in the semantic library (see Fig. 1), i.e., to extract the context of an image. Suppose in an image, which is showing crowd on road, identified objects were human and car, foreground is road, then if the specialized feature extractors of car and human are used, it is the possibility that these feature extractors identify some more cars or humans that were not identified in the logical library. These specialized features extractors can work in various ways like Anuj Mohan, Constantine Papageorgiou, and Tomaso Poggio have shown that object can be detected by their components (Mohan et al., 2001). So when using specialized feature extractor of human, this can extract other humans in the image by identifying only their parts. This can help out semantic library to extract the accurate results like “pedestrians crossing the road” or “road accident”.

4.2. Semantic Libraries

Semantics can be described as combination of two things; concepts and relationships among them. This information (concepts & relationship) can be viewed as a graph. Each base level vertex is a concept and an edge between these two vertices represents their relationship. Many concept vertexes lead to the one higher-level vertex, this higher-level vertex represents a semantic for these concept vertexes and their relationship. Now this semantic may serve as a concept vertex for a level above this and so on. Such a definition of semantics and concepts can be viewed in (Kuhn, 2003; Giunchiglia et al., 2003; Gomez-Perez and Corcho, 2002; Maedche and Staab, 2001). Semantic Libraries pull out the semantics of images by using the combination of semantics libraries and feature extractors. To demonstrate the example, we have assumed that a home contains drawing room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen and TV lounge (see Table 1). Each concept has other concepts within it as shown above in Table 1. We have defined a concept graph with contexts for different real life scenarios. Assume a concept of drawing room. In a drawing room, there are some concepts (scenarios of objects with names) that must be there and others are optional. It means we need to define compulsory containment and optional containment. The containments may be given some weights in order to see that how closely one concept relates in a bigger concept or within an abstract. Based upon those weights, a threshold weight can be defined in order to classify the collection of objects with its description.

For example, a drawing room should give a view of an enclosed area. With the view of enclosed area, if the scene has sofa or easy chairs, then it may be named as a drawing room.

The notations we have introduced in order to describe a concept contains many sub-concepts, as follows:
1) **Containment Operator:** $\exists$, Usage: SemanticsName $\exists$ SemanticNames Left hand side is the master concept (its semantics description) and the right hand side represents one or more concepts / semantics descriptions contain in the master concept.

2) **Concept Qualifiers:** compulsory concept $[ ]$, optional concept $\{ \}$ Usage: $[\text{SemanticName}]$ the concept enclosed in square brackets (semantic name) must be there and carry weight more than 50 out of 100 for the expression outside these brackets. $\{\text{SemanticName}\}$ the concept enclosed in curly brackets (semantic name) should be there and carry weight less than 50 out of 100 for the expression outside these brackets. For example, a drawing room must contain a sofa. We will specify the containment operator, as **DrawingRoom** $\exists[\text{enclosed place}]$. A drawing room may contain a table, which can be written as **DrawingRoom** $\exists\{\text{table}\}$.

3) **Concept relationship operators:** AND Relation $\land$, OR relation $\lor$, Usages: these are binary operators, which will show the relationship between concepts upon which these operators are applied. AND relation will be TRUE only when both the concepts are TRUE with reference to their weights. Otherwise this relation will result FALSE. OR relation will be TRUE if any one of the concepts is TRUE with reference to the given weight. With reference to the given weights if all the concepts are false, then OR operator will result FALSE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Drawing Room</th>
<th>Bed Room</th>
<th>Dinning Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home</strong></td>
<td>Sofa</td>
<td>Bed</td>
<td>Fancy lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy Chairs</td>
<td>Fancy lights</td>
<td>Decoration piece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enclosed Place</td>
<td>Fire place</td>
<td>Enclosed Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fancy lights</td>
<td>Paintings</td>
<td>Paintings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decoration piece</td>
<td>Minor cabinet</td>
<td>Minor cabinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fire place</td>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paintings</td>
<td>Sofa</td>
<td>Sofa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minor cabinet</td>
<td>Flowers</td>
<td>Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>Easy Chair</td>
<td>Easy Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowers</td>
<td>enclosed place</td>
<td>Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enclosed Place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We need to relate these concepts in one expression, which can be done by using the following relationship operators. These operators are optional because in some situations, the weights may be sufficient.

Now the drawing room concept can be written as \( \text{DrawingRoom} \exists [\text{enclosed place}] \lor \{\text{table}\} \).

However, the concepts containment is not binary in real life. It may have some weights, which qualify the concept for its parent concept. For that, we have introduced the weight operator. Based upon the weights of the concepts enclosed in a concept, we will be able to attach the weights in order to qualify the chances of giving an abstract/semantics description.

In this paragraph we will explain how weight qualifier will work. Its description is as follows:

4) **Weight Qualifier**: ( ) Usages: expression enclosed in parenthesis represents the weight of the concept immediately after this expression / left hand side of this expression.

If we assume that the 10% drawing rooms contain table and 70% drawing rooms have a visible enclosed place and sofa set. This can be represented \( \text{DrawingRoom} \exists (70)[\text{enclosed place}] \lor (10)\{\text{table}\} \).

We may write this without OR operator, since there are weights with each sub-concept and the structure is not complex. The sub-concepts will be separated by comma in case we do not use AND or OR operators, like \( \text{DrawingRoom} \exists (70)[\text{enclosed place}], (10)\{\text{table}\} \).

In the light of notations introduced and the concepts of a room, drawing room, bedroom and a home can be described as follows:

1) \( \text{DrawingRoom} \exists (x) [\text{enclosed place}], (x) [\text{Sofa}], (x) [\text{Easy Chairs}], (x) \{\text{paintings}\}, \ldots \)

2) \( \text{BedRoom} \exists (x) [(x)[\text{enclosed place}] \land (x) [\text{bed}]] \lor (x) \{\text{table}\} \lor (x) \{\text{sofa}\} \lor (x) \{\text{chairs}\}\ldots \)

3) \( \text{DiningRoom} \exists (x) [(x) [\text{enclosed place}] \land (x) [\text{table}] \land (x) [\text{chairs}] ] \lor (x) \{\text{cutlery}\} \ldots \{\ldots \} \). A home can be defined, by using the concept already defined, as \( \text{Home} \exists (x) [\text{enclosed place}] \lor (x) \{\text{BedRoom}\} \lor (x) \{\text{DrawingRoom}\} \lor (x) \{\text{DiningRoom}\} \lor \{\ldots \} \ldots \)

The above relations between different concepts can be shown as semantics graphs which are basically the semantic libraries as shown in the Fig. 4, where solid line shows the mandatory containments and broken line shows the optional containments with the weights shown on the lines. Broken line will carry weight less then 50, Solid lines will carry weight more than 50, and maximum weight, for each containment, is 100. The graphs can be traversed and the concepts can be extracted with the weights of the concept.

The concept graph of Fig. 4 can be used to define higher-level concepts as shown in Fig. 5.

**Deduction Process to Extract Semantics from the Objects Contained in an Image**

Assume the graph in Fig. 4, as the semantics library. The objects identified by the logical libraries in the first phase (by using generic feature extractors) are paintings, flowers,
table, and chair. Now one needs to find these features in the semantic graph, a hash table can be used for this, which will generate pointers to the corresponding nodes of these objects in the semantic libraries. By traversing the semantics graph, the system finds out that these concepts are contained in the three higher-level concepts, i.e., drawing room, dining room, and bedroom as shown in the Fig. 4. The system invokes the specific feature extractors to extract the missing concepts of each of these higher-level concepts, and then based upon the extracted concepts, the graph will be traversed again as we have explained before, it is an alterative process and may repeat many times. The specific feature extractors may give weights to the extracted features, which will then be compared with the weights in the semantics graphs. Similarly, by traversing the semantic graphs, system will reduce towards the higher-level concept.

Fig. 4. Lower level concept.

Fig. 5. Higher-level concept.
4.2.1. Logical Libraries

Logical Libraries will extract the class for each set of texture; shape and color from the above image and objects are named accordingly. For example from the Fig. 3 the shapes, colors and texture of elephant, chair and picture are closely related to class animal, class furniture and class picture in the Logical Library. Some of the other shapes may not match with the classes present in the logical library (see Fig. 6).

Logical libraries will contain the shape description method that will generate the numeric shape descriptor vector. Shape descriptor is associated with each stored shape in the logical library that uniquely identifies the shape in the library. This shape descriptor vector remains constant for translation; rotation and scale of image (see Fig. 6). Then the shape descriptor vector is generated for each input sub-image and compared with already stored shape descriptor vector of known objects (Loncaric, 1998). Different viewpoints, color values and texture values of the objects should also be catered for accurate matching. At the end of this module the recognized shapes are given names of objects with which shape descriptor vector was matched. Lastly, original image is automatically annotated with the objects recognized by shape description method.

4.2.2. Abstract Libraries

Abstract Library contains the semantic values against each set of context values and combination of class values (see Fig. 9). For example consider the Fig. 7, the extracted classes are class human and class dog background and foreground green (grassy texture) then the semantic value will be “human playing with dog”. So if the semantic value extracted at this stage then this value along with image will be stored in database. Now consider the image shown in Fig. 8. There are no semantic values against the combination class tiger and class sofa then the stored laws in the abstract libraries will be considered. Laws are “No wild animal can be presented in room-like environment” so the possible semantics can be:

1) Tigers’ picture in a room.
2) Tigers’ model or skin in a room.
3) Tigers’ view though window.

Fig. 6. Logic Library Functionality.
4.2.3. Refinement Process

Refinement Process part of the semantic library will be used in the retrieval process to extract the best possible semantics among the various possible semantics by consulting the user profiles. Possible semantics and information from user profiles will come to Refinement Process. This process will find the similarity between the possible semantics from abstract libraries and user profiles and extract the nearest possible semantic. Consider Fig. 10, from user profile, refinement process will come to know that one of the
user domains of interest is “pictures and art” and therefore the possible semantics will be “tigers’ picture in room”. Sometimes it may happen that for specific combination of objects and their context do not match with the values in abstract libraries then user profiles will help much in this regard. Fig. 11 shows the relationship of feature extractors, semantic libraries and user profiles.
4.3. Search Logics

Search Logics is a kind of a search engine with all the possible components that are required for efficient search and retrieval of a media file. These components include indexing, hashing and ranking etc. As all the storage is XML based, a lot of work has already been done in indexing XML files. Some of these techniques build indexes on XML documents and store these indexes in an RDBMS. These schemes use different techniques like Inverted Index, B+-tree etc. Some of these even store the XML Documents in the RDBMS. Few of them even do not use RDBMS at all. But still a great deal of research needs to be done for extracting information efficiently from XML documents. Several query languages have been suggested as tools to accomplish this job (Chamberlin et al., 2001; Clark and deRose, 1999; Deutsch et al., 1998; Robie et al., 1998). The biggest factor, while measuring performance of many XML operations, is the performance of the XML parser (Nicola and John, 2003). These operations include; XML conversion into a relational format (Zhang et al., 2001), evaluating XPath expressions (Gottlob et al., 2003) or XSLT processing (Groppe and Böttcher, 2003). Matthias Nicola and Jasmi John (2003) state that XML parsing persists as a major bottleneck and is proven to be a major performance concern seriously threatening the overall success of their project. The issue mentioned is not specific to their project; it is more of a general problem related to all XML applications. So, it is clear that there is a need to develop efficient parsers and a lot of research work is in progress.

Among the present indexing techniques, very few preserve the relationship/semantics as mentioned in (Cohen et al., 2003). In the context of searching multimedia data, the semantics are of great importance. So the indexing technique must preserve the semantics while indexing and the search process must incorporate these semantics.

We do not restrict our architecture to any particular technique. It is an implementer’s choice according to the requirements of the system being implemented.

4.4. Metadata

The future applications should be based on the Meta data, they should able to locate the related entities, translate them from different Meta data standard to the canonical (single) Meta data standard, and then integrate the results, and show the results to the user, based on the user context.

There are number of different Media Metadata Standards available but any one standard cannot be applied to all types of media. For example IEEE LOM Standards are used for multimedia files that are for Education purposes, where as MPEG 7 are used for Motion Pictures such as videos. Therefore to make the system as generic as possible, there can be more than one metadata standards.

This module contains such Metadata Standards that are used to collect the metadata of a media. The process of gathering metadata is semi-automatic, where the user only needs to specify as few as possible i.e., with the help of “User Profiles”.


4.5. **User Profiles**

The user needs to define profiles that can interact with the system. The definition of a profile is a context in order to specify a domain and some basic data about the user. A user can specify more than one profile according to his need. These profiles play key roles in the collection of metadata and by making a query more related to what is required.

Iftikhar *et al.* (2005) stated that this component as a whole has several subcomponents such as User Profile, Group Profile, Profile generator, Profile Updater, and Profile Identifier. The User Profile contains static and dynamic user profile, preferences and interests. Static user profile would include his/her name, profession, gender, qualification, etc. Dynamic profile includes future events defined by the user, event name, day, and time of the events to occur.

Group Profile has subcomponents like identifier, which helps in identifying the group to which a user belongs at a particular time of the day. Static Group profile component includes group preferences, which uniquely identifies the groups. Each group maintains history including refined query, relevant results, and cluster information, object’s information in case of query by image, date, and time. Date and time in the history are used to discard results after some time period. This would avoid over use of memory space.

4.6. **Ontology**

Ontology contains a description of the learning concepts that will add meaning to it. It is a kind of a dictionary that contains knowledge representations that are very similar to “Libraries” in structure. Thus it consists of different classes that are used to expand the query keyword within a specific domain or class. Module is adaptable to new classes as well.

In general the ontology can be defined as a specification of conceptualization (Gómez-Pérez, 2001). Domain specific ontologies are designed for knowledge sharing and reusability (Gruber, 1993). So, we can use ontologies to represent the concept and relationships about a particular domain. To expand the search terms of user query ontologies are useful. The main subject of any ontology is to describe the categories that exist or may exist within the targeted domain. Specific languages are used to construct ontologies (Corcho and Pérez, 2000; Su and Ilebekke, 2002), and domain specific concepts, relationship, predicates and word senses are represented through that language.

4.7. **Feedback Calculation**

Feedback has now become a core module in CBIR architectures (Iqbal and Aggarwal, 2003; Heesch *et al.*, 2003; Bartolini *et al.*, 2001). In relevance feedback similarity function is used and weights are updated over several iterations of user-system interaction. Both positive and negative relevance feedbacks are used to optimize the query for image. The summarized steps (Bartolini *et al.*, 2001) of feedback mechanism involve query formulation in which original query is submitted by the user, query processing in which query image is compared with database images using distance function and results are
presented to the user which are similar to the query image using similarity function, in feedback loop user evaluates the presented results by choosing the options of “relevant” or “non-relevant”. At the end by using results from the feedback loop new query is formulated and new distance from the query image is calculated. It is also discussed in (Bartolini et al., 2001) that the relevance feedback mechanism suffers the two drawbacks. First, since relevance feedback is iterative process, convergence could be slow. Second, when the feedback loop is terminated, information about the particular query is not retained for further reuse so for successive queries feedback is started as a new process. Feedback Bypass (Bartolini et al., 2001) is working by properly storing the past query results from feedback loops and make decision whether to bypass the feedback loop completely or predict near-optimal parameters to formulate the new query.

As a result the overall iterations can be reduced giving faster and optimal results. Feedback module is important in our purposed framework since an image can contain many semantics and complex semantic can contain many simple semantics. Feedback module can be helpful in predicting the semantics in which user is interested in. Here the similarity function will find the similarity of semantics of the displayed images to the user and then recalculate the results based on similar semantics.

4.8. XML Based Database

This database contains XML files that have three different sections. The first section contains the media file reference, second has the metadata extracted using profiles and given by the user according to standards applied and the last section has the content metadata extracted automatically using Feature Extractor. A sample XML file is shown in Fig. 12.

5. Case Study

In this section, we provide a case study to facilitate a better understanding of our architecture. Consider the image shown in Fig. 13 (a), which is supplied by the user as “Query-by-Example”.

In the first step, image is segmented into regions using any of the edge detection methods (see Fig. 13 (b)). The sub-images will take the form as shown in the Fig. 14. At this stage the process of generic feature extraction is completed. Now these sub-images will be fed to logical library for further processing. Each sub-image is passed through shape description method and a shape descriptor vector is generated for each of the sub-images. These vectors are then compared with stored vectors. At the end the objects are named according to the matched classes of objects. So we get named objects as the result from logical library. These named objects will be the part of query features in search logics. Fig. 15 shows named objects of query image.

The next step is to send this main image to the feature extractors along with identified objects (that are bed, chair, lamp, picture, and stool) for confirmation of these objects if
<mediafile id="MMDF000120050311">
  <media>
    <url>.../filename.jpg</url>
  </media>
  <contentmetadata>
    <shapes>
      <rectangle>10,20,56,98</rectangle>
      <rectangle>21,10,100,12</rectangle>
      <rectangle>152,200,220,250</rectangle>
      <circle>40,50,20</circle>
      <circle>17,23,6</circle>
    </shapes>
    <colors>...
  </contentmetadata>
  <metadata>
    <filename>filename</filename>
    <filetype>jpg</filetype>
    <filesize>500kb</filesize>
    <filewidth>600px</filewidth>
    <fileheight>600px</fileheight>
    <fileowner>abc</fileowner>
  </metadata>
</mediafile>

Fig. 12. A sample XML file.

![Fig. 12](.../filename.jpg)

Fig. 13. (a) User Query Image; (b) Edge detection of User Query Image.

Fig. 14. Some meaningful sub-images of User Query Image.
they are really in the image and also if there exist some more of the detected objects in image that were not detected in logical libraries. In our case no such objects are there.

Now names of all objects are passed to abstract library and combination of these object are considered for extraction of semantics. Consider Fig. 13, bed, chair, paintings make the concept of bedroom. Another broad semantic could be room. There is also the possibility that user might be interested in only objects in the image. So each objects and possible semantics will be considered by the search logics.

Now in search logics, addresses of those images in the database will be located through hash table whose semantics and keywords are similar to the query image and then images are ranked accordingly. Then these query features will retrieve the image from database and results are displayed to the user (Fig. 16 shows the proposed screen layout).

Since the extracted features from query image are chair, picture, lamp, stool, bed, bedroom and room, related images by considering the above extracted features, are displayed as shown in Fig. 16. From user feedback it is calculated that user is interested only in bedroom images so the results are shown in Fig. 17.
6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a framework for generic multimedia database, which adds new dimension of semantic libraries. Initially the integration of different data storage models was called multimedia database. Most of the research has been done in specific areas of multimedia database (de Vries, 1998; Iqbal and Aggarwal, 2003; Böszörményi et al., 2001; Heesch et al., 2003), e.g., query processing technique, feedback etc. Although there exists many domain specific multimedia database systems (Dimitrova and Golshani, 1994; Olivia et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2005), but unlike other multimedia architectures, our framework concentrates on different important aspects of databases, i.e., semantic library, feature extraction, user profile, ontologies, metadata etc. Some popular image retrieval systems are capable to extract low level feature (Wiesman et al., 2003; Dasiopoulou et al., 2004; Carson et al., 2002; Mehrotra et al., 1997; Faloutsos et al., 1994; Hammiche et al., 2004), i.e., color, texture, shape, location but those systems are not able to extract or conclude semantics.

The framework of generic multimedia database will exploit the strengths of semantic library through semantic graph. We believe that using these semantic libraries in our framework will increase degree of precision for feature extractors. In earlier domain specific multimedia database systems (Dimitrova and Golshani, 1994; Olivia et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2005), no mechanism has been proposed to handle semantics and user profile. In our approach two levels of feature extractions, i.e., generic and domain specific
along with semantic libraries will result better and will automatically preserve all the relationships in the global schema. Our framework tries to automate this process of relationship preservation as well.

The development of a primitive prototype to demonstrate the working of semantic libraries, feature extractors and user profiles in Generic Multimedia Database Architecture is in progress.
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